### DMX Controllers

**EUROLITE Art-Net/DMX Node 1**
- LED controller and Art-Net/DMX converter

**EUROLITE Split 6X DMX Splitter**
- Splitter with 6 galvanized isolated outputs, 3-pin & 5-pin XLR sockets

**EUROLITE Split 8X DMX Splitter**
- Splitter with 8 galvanized isolated outputs, 3/5-pin & QuickDMX XLR sockets

**EUROLITE DXT-TSP 1in/2out PRO DMX Truss Splitter**
- Splitter for truss mounting with output on 2 galvanized isolated outs

**EUROLITE DXT-SP 1in/2out PRO DMX RDM Splitter**
- RDM capable DMX splitter, 1in/2out with signal processing

**EUROLITE DXT-SP 1in/4out PRO DMX RDM Splitter**
- Splitter on 4 galvanized isolated outs with 3-pin and 5-pin XLR-sockets

**EUROLITE DXT-SP 1in/8out PRO DMX RDM Splitter**
- Splitter on 8 galvanized isolated outs, 3-pin XLR-sockets & RDM support

**EUROLITE DXT-SP 1in/8out PRO DMX RDM Splitter**
- Splitter on 8 galvanized isolated outs, 5-pin XLR-sockets & RDM support
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### DMX Splits

**EUROLITE Art-Net/DMX Node 8 MK2**
- Art-Net interface distributes 8 universes to XLR

**EUROLITE DMX Split 4 Splitter**
- Splitter with 4 galvanized isolated outputs, 3-pin & 5-pin XLR sockets

**EUROLITE DMX Split 8X RDM Splitter**
- Splitter on 8 galvanized isolated outs, 3-pin XLR-sockets & RDM support

**EUROLITE Art-Net/DMX Node 1**
- LED controller and Art-Net/DMX converter

**EUROLITE Split 6X DMX Splitter**
- Splitter with 6 galvanized isolated outputs, 3-pin & 5-pin XLR sockets

**EUROLITE Split 8X DMX Splitter**
- Splitter with 8 galvanized isolated outputs, 3/5-pin & QuickDMX XLR sockets

**EUROLITE Split 8X DMX Splitter**
- Splitter on 8 galvanized isolated outs, 3/5-pin & QuickDMX XLR sockets

**EUROLITE DMX Split 8X RDM Splitter**
- Splitter on 8 galvanized isolated outs, 5-pin XLR-sockets & RDM support
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